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GETS CROSS
A — The battered
▪ ketiwn as t h e
e Trenches" is back
after tiweirinig far
ver the graves of
ritieirrs who died in
et. The reeice which
into battle by Por•
es in World Wee I,
aeed over the tomb
; 'tinkle-awn sandier"
r,.eetery, 100
ehi
f here.
POSES PROBLEM

lit — British offiattreolive Yee...se:ay IP
isveey on their hands
hey didn't knew ex to do wi th her
See pelt Marva, 22,
:he Swedeth ship
n March 11 M Rijewere undecided
:s
keep her a&eard the
3rL-1,
1-gb her while err trenen rt back to

Selected As A Best Al! Round
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with
Local News
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Local Pictures

•
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United Press

IN OUR 79th YEAR

Conversion Of Electricity
• From Heat Is Said To Be Near

Murray Ky., Wednesda Afternoon, April 9, 1958
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By JOSEPH L. 1.1YLER
United Press Staff Corriispondent
WASHINGTON
-The
Navy beeeves it is "on the verge
of a beeek"-teeergh" in eftkonts to
cement heat &rectally into electreaty.
If it is, cheap anemic power
is on the horizon and the einsting c-onventional power industry
Daces a revolution.
In testirrierty before a House appropriations - eubeennerettee Rear
A. A. M. Keegan of the Bureau of Steps said:
"We are on the verge of a
breakehrough apperenely n a.nveniion of heat to electric power
through thererreelecten conples."
Morgan added that "we should
have semolina definite on this
in a matter of three years."
In theraneeleetric couples twe

efferent me ale are jtened, and
ne is heated. E".ect riins thus
..erred up flew from one metal
I the ether, creating an en:e'er. current
Such ciuples in :he form of
tiny bees or wires have lung
been used as temperetore (gauges and even as weak power
auippees. The efficiencs' of conversion was too flew, however,
t make them useful on a large
LOUISVILLE -IP
A new
scale.
er
hypnetic experiment to deterCreates Efficiency
mine whether Mrs. Herbert WilItnetes tositimeny, released this
WASHINGTON
—Pres.:dent nun. le ..d In didn't see any
1:23111S, 29, Lavieville houewife, Eser.thewer said today he sees sense
week, Me vain maid:
et ell to charges that it
could remember mere dettails of no need ft -t• a decision, now on waned
"In the past we have had each
'make a czar out cif Dea supposed former life was halt- cu'ting taxes.
couples but the:r ettoiency bias
fense Secretary Neil H. McEled
nigh: when h e
been low, a fraceen of one per
Me lekl. leis news es nterenee roy. lie heratedle said
that he
puese became -clongertissly low." that era0 frric figures he has
cent. The mare ephisticarted efis ring to fight has utmost in
Mrs. Williams, who moved seen ir.clie-"ing th se on memfern have gotten up to ablut
an efeirt .lo get mrigeeneeriel
here recently from Indianapolis PrhYSTIZIllt Tue,-)3y, in his opin- approva
.ne per cent.
l for the Plan. He said
w
:h
her
he
nd,
hie
reporte
"We now have a Leld of endly ion do not regelre a te.x cutting het. he w old ga en
the tele"regree
sed"
to . a fernier I i fe den sien at the moment.
deavor Whet if suescreeful will
visten to m 'a k e naticriveide
wh4e- under " hymens. She deenable us to g e t efecienees
The Labt r and Commerce De- pecetics in suppert of
it as oft9er:bed a 191th Century life as, ear men. reported Tuesday that
cerriparable to those obtaned
= as :he ne'works would let
"Gone In:nal:, n,eieweil etee eaid Mirth unemp's e'-merit rese 25,with cionveritional power plens."
him. if it became necessary.
lived near Shrevepon, La., and 000 le 5.198 000 while empieyMergan did net specific-all .
—Said
he erpetki seriously
was 'need at the Betele of Shi- mere rose 323,000.
mention atomic eeneegy.. But erueon4Ider a ur.ilaieral suspenslen
eheen the Civil War. •
ester power ea husiasts dream
The Priedrn said hr is
I I:tether US. nuceeir tans if
Wileee' under trynn es, Mrs. rag the tax matter under c'Inslex- scienste
• fineking a way to cenvert
es teed him they li a d
apoke in a hsree voice itrst study buil indicated that it eaernen
ateerec heat direetly into elecin the foram ening tests
net
like
her
cevn
tric's-a power. This would elimiand her word% q:ued be scverel m us hi before what they
wanted to about
were'
eaten
of an' unseen:ailed a cfreieion es made to cut taxes
nate matey items like heat (Continued On Back Page)
trznefer equipmerin boilers, tur--if that becomes necessary.
IN STORM-WRACKED CALIFORNIA-Deaths of 12 !whelped seas vent
W. Z. Oarter, Superintendent
Her unele, Richard C o o k,
naes end generators.
He pointed cat that there are
persons are attributed to storms which have nee, re suieort their fury or one of the huge
of Stair-ray City ectseelse wee the
s
of
the
Golden Gate Bridge
gut-eV:need her Tuesday night 62 melon peipie with eobs, that
Chairman Lewis L. Strau93 Of
raged over California for days. The state's flooded (left) in San Francisc
featured speaker at the' Murray
o
Farm
houses (top. right)
after he was placed in a hyp- he lateen h.s a gri-a: amount
the Anemic Energy Commission
lowlands were declared a major disaster area by are isolated
Lions Club - kat night. Mr. Carby rampaging water at Lodi, Calif.
s trance. To his queen, I sav.itigs and that the Federal
has end ufne he ia emeident
President Eisenhower and its Mountain peaks are At bottom,
right, a rear view of the Southern
ter has been a member of the
iithet do you see" ehe replied, "e• ..rve Board has taken actions
capped by history's heaviest recorded snow pack Pacific's eastbou
-.eh direct c nvereen will 'be
nd
mail
train
that
kcal cketi 1107 the
was
caught
by
at 17 year, eineved. •• Scientist*
"Maw is peeling raters. She has to ease cred.t. The President
Property and crop damage have run well over snow slides
generally
at Crystal Lake. Calif. The passenand has hield verieta off.ces
$15,000,000 by unofficial estimates. The storm- gers and
her back to rue."
believe when hydrogen energy
said !tits led him to the ainclucrew
have
been
removed
from
the
train.
during this time incluckng DisAt. !his p nit amateur hypnoon that 'hire are real grounds
is harnessed, if i: ever is, direct
t !et Al H:xenbaugh, a photo- for beleving the natloa's eeonerieverion will be an of the
greedier for The Caurier-Journ- i-rny is going on the upgrade
levidends.
el, said Mrs. We:Leans' pultee had ene
But ura!rum erasion plants,
heat days. But he' said
eineme :en hint for the ex- 'he 'A...Led net say when.
kke the manth power nation
Tro-p 45
th
regular
periment to be centinued and. Whet a reporter asked what
St S.hippereiport, Pa.. have had
meet ng
ri M
with
he was returned A.1 the present. 'he people cc-old 31 about the
to eimpe ,y the heet-steam-geineisne
scouts and expee"I knew it isn't in the breaks," ince anon, the President gave
eragan cycle to get electnieity
a ers preeent to h e a r Yandal
Cecil Heniani
Re ate Mrs. NVilliarres
said With a stead- ▪
ked crre-wit,rd aneteer—buy. Wrather tent
mai of aeumic energy.
p)aneto retire bona the dairy
on S-oil arid Water
, "bur I anal see SCOSIG6 from
:Them
Affect Electric Production
she
Japer
• 'eau. Mr. Weather deIneeness kfrer "rrilltitgg
e
first "erne I went back
ehei
Net ceureing $48,900,000 for
should
buy. the -President
'
is :Sleiof. theo fiterent kincit of
f..-A• the past thirty-two years.
scenes of hide."
esid — anything. Hevrever, he nil and
research and devenepmene. the
t
Mr. 14 -end rays the: he has
how they were'
Her
father,
said
Sherepareserort plant nen $72.500,recently went to
he did n•-kt mean Veal pee- n .med. He also
zrerked from 2.5 to 30 Jersey
told the scouts
Louis.a
na
and said pad place vale ehnukl buy care lee ry but what was
000. Of ties,. $17.500.000 went h r
happening ei sell re
The Calloway Count, 4-H Darnall of Kirksey. Belly Vines. cows daily during this per.od.
names and family. names at Pa uld
*tie turbegeeeretor. Direct conseleoti
veiyean
d
get
area.
He • pf.rins to supervise his 200
Rally was held Saturda). at .he 1Lirksey and Sheila Cooper, Lynn
Shreveport help c rrobcrate her 'shat they want.
vernen would have eliminated
• Funs were •aleo cernpeeted tot
Murray High School with all Grove, will also enter their en- acre 'farm and take a less active :tory;
He laid part of the biame on the three-d
ha Item aril much Cele.
ay carrier* trip ti
.4-H clubs tt, ng represer. ed. tries in the State Fair compete- part in its operation becauze of
'he
The "break!ihr ugh" forecast Three
reluctance o buy the reset-vat!
hundred and sixty-five tier'. Judges awarded 20 blues he health.
en Thursday
a
on who., he called men faetur- Airel
by Morgan would affect a I
10. Twenty - three bon
were in attendance.
He will sell his entire dairy
and 8 reds in this group.
en cnork.ng th rigs flow
kinds of electric power producpeo- plan ts make 'he outing. Thi.
Z1 April 12 at his farm
There was a total of 156 blue
In the Play and Work. Clothes herd ,
ples' thr-ots. He said,,
tion from heat, whether t Pt e
was veil be then fire camp:rig trip
Mr. If -7.entei said that he apribbons, and 42 red ribbone group, six blue and four red
limo fr merndanurers : wake in heir
heat ig suppled by atomic ennewly purchased ben.
he f ine ceurtenes
ribbens were awarded. Champion presented
up and begin geeing the "':•ple
:r or coal. .gas or oil. Lt aleo awarded to participning 4-Hers.
The kick-off of the tree and
in this group war Julia Key of extended hen during ele.'e th:rty
FRANKFOre
d
en,
The
largest
group
exhibit
was
What
e•auld revolutionize ship prothey want.
W. 2. Carter
shrub' nee of the Chamber of
:he Skirt and Biouse division Kirksey. who will exhibe her 1.1.Vj year;, He seed m.Lk in Mur- lire reported fair to good at
In :titer h gtsl.ights of t h e C mrnerre
pulsion.
took Oleo :his nee-mgarment at the State Fair. Others ray betere the Ryan Milk Cern- most Kentucky lakes this week
trust Governor
where
total
a
of
49
medeled
District 43K
news omfercnce. the Pr Ider.t: ile as
reentriaity would flow silently
the scouts arted making
in this group who will exhibit pany was establiibed, and for after a weekend of rain, cold
and preederat of the Murnry
garment
.heir
Forty-f
s.
our
were
teem the firebox, or Murree re--airY14ft
def
de
his ther reundk teeny. They Will
at the State Fair are: Marilyn a number of years has been and h,gh winds
club.
sweepng defense re- fgan ation take orders
acter, with no tuebine and gen- awardeci blue ribbons and five Youngbl
fer the trees to be
ood, Kirksey' and Janice se:ling Its milk to them.
Fair catches of bass were reMr Carter gave same interestawarde
were
red
d
ribtvms
The
.
erator to take up precious space.
erevered the weck of April 21.
,"I recommend the diary busi- ported at Kentucky Lake, with
ing facts in regard to K e n three selected to show entries Bazzell of Kirksey.
The is one of the geed turns of
In the Housecoat and Pajama ness to antroese." Mr. H ..jand a few crappie being taken. Thee
tueriery's position among the other
at the State Fair were Vickie
Phi scouts as a public service. Ellis, Murray High 4-H club, division, nine blue ribbons and remarked this morning. He said water temperature stood near 50
states in educational standing.
Ticket sales for I Is e leant
Patsy Hendon, Murray Training. one red ribbon were awarded. that it It 'o.'s a real fuiture for degrees.
He said that Kentucky ranks
t
Scnit=0-Erame which will be
Bass, crappie and- sb luegi
and Shirley Stubblefield, New Champion in this group was ane
tees ire a the, busirnottly in the forticie amerig the
Wednesday's corniest* r ei ord
Mary Beth Bazzell of Kirksey
hcid in Paducah will begin im.
Concord.
idea of '• slaying catches were good at HerrIngton follows:
other states in the various caterned- eteiy. Treep 45 will partrie
Lake. Muddy water for jigging
In the Apron and Potholder who will exhibit her gam:n - eelh I.
gories suen as eateries of ti.
Cerssus
"
34
pate in the Menet and wee have
PRESTONSBURG IP — An group, Linda Hale of Faxon was al the State Fair. Others fr-m
ii ''a rt., is nit retiring. extended down to Gwinn Island
era. nurrsber of students c_emAdult Beds
a binith
Auxier termer and his son to- named county champion. and she this group that will exhibit • '
:Re eignelling merit
e_enet plan to work and from there toward the dam,
, pieting high scene's, ete.
Emerge
ncy
Beds
7791
5
1
badge, and a 'etarneeng scene.
it.iy as. he has fi r the fair catches of bass were reportpreised the teachers ef the Mur- day found the body of Katy as well as Charlotte Tidwell and the State Fair are le ends
Patients Admitted
.
Joyce
and
Hargis
ed
The show \Will feature the
by casting.
of in _r-e
h.:1y years.
ray Cety Schee system a n d Jarrell. 14, rif Emma, one id ex Mary Adams will exhibit their
Patients D.:rrn,45ed
High.
While bass catches in the
eiffereest adiveties in 'coining
children sell mieeing in
pinntfad cAr that MurraY
h e entries at the State Fair. A
New Cl.tizens
w•Arkl ret n1 bus
There
were
creeks
four entre:.
nem Cubs :o Expe,rers." Also
emptying inn the Wolfe
disaeter in which 28 neat of 28 blue ribbons and
rank higher than the state averDress-up Costume grei p
River sect1on of Dale Hollow Patients admitted from' Monday here will be c)mipelitive events,
age in the various educaitirmal chedren and the bus striver were 13 red ribbons were awarded
were
all awarded blue I
were good and Some bass were MOO a.m. to Wednesday
catenories. Mr. Carter Mee nom- ctn smell in the Big Sandy River in this group.
9:00 a.m. !I to be held tinder one roof.
being caught by casting in clear
Champion in the School Drees Exhibitors in this _fluerp we(
M as Shsr n Kay Myers, Rt. One .hundred th-unand square
plimented the En ard of Educa- Feb. 28.
sections.
3. Murray; Jesee Bennett, Re 3. feet of Meer space will be deIt was the extend body re- group of 28 exhibits was Linda Bettie Smith, Janet Like, Lorna
tion and the Parent Teachers
Darnisnet, Germany (AHTNC)
ROSS. and Annette, Palther, all
covered witbin two days, The
Hazel; Mrs. Joe
H. Wi:SKAI, viled to scoot activities.
Aesaciation.
--Specia
list
Third
Class
Garland
of KIrksey. Palmer was chamFIVE DAY FORECAST
Hardin; Jehn C. Paehall, PurA.
Davis,
Harold Curtis Craig of the bodY of Anna Laura Goble, 9,
whose
vete.
Geraldi
ne,
pion in this group.
year, Tenn.; Mrs. William Hicks
'laze] High School FFA chapter was recovered Tuesday from
eves on -Route 1, Alm°. recently
In -tbe Semi-tailored Costume
By United Press
and baby girl, New Concord;
particip
"jraVe a talk entitled "Let's Farm the river in a clump of willows
ated
with
the
216th
Field
division, there were six entries
Kentucky —Temperatures for Miss Brenda
Lou Secinner. So,
the Soil, Don't Soil the Farm." near West Pre-stilt:burg,
with all of them of blue ribbon Ariillery Ba.talion in a com- the five day - pereel. Thursday
3rd.; Gene Lanckilt, 1002 Payne
Rickard
municat
He exipta need in Pus talk how
McKenzie and
ions
exercis
e
involving thin u.gh Menday,
his
quality. Eithibitors in this diviwill
average St.; Mrs. Richard T. Waters, Rt.
ouneervatem measeiree and good son. William, saw the body of
sion were Anita Branden. Sandra seed units from NATO member. three to six degrees beloul
the 4; Gaylen 0. Pace, Hardee Mrs,
forming( practices could be used the Jarrell ohtid floating in the
Bed well. Eva McCallen, Nancy nations in -Germany.
state
The Murray Jureer Chamber
normal
of 55 degrees. A
river 100 yards from their home
Whi.11ow. Lynn Grove.
Specialist Davis, son of Mr.
en the farm to greet advanta
Bazzell all of Kirksey, Donna
ge.
little
of Commerce' ann lanced tedny
cooler
by Friday and net Patients dismissed
and
Mrs.
S.
R.
Oa mon Parlor. v10cat.mat Agri- Identificatren was mode by the
from
Davis. Crandon, meth
April that
Ruth Grogan of Murray High
Murray has been selected
change for the rerriaind.er 7, to April
9. 1958:
culture teacher at Hazel High citelde father.
and Lillie Harrison of Kidney. Wis.. is a member of the bat- of the period. Precipit
as . one of the over-night seen
ation
will
Mrs.
talion's
Oman
Is4cKerl
Battery
ee end there was little
Jacks ,n. Rt. 1,
B. He entered
Scheel wee a guest alung with
Miss Harriion was chennaion •
average one inch or more, most- Dexter; Acre
if the fourth annual Kentucky
Ben Graven anniunced yesMiller, 101 No.
Mr. Craig. Other guests were elething remaining on the body,
this group and in addition was the Army in July 1955 and was ly as steswers
Air Tour,
a n d scattered 12th.: Mrs. Walter Adams,
en- Peace", named
stationed at Fort Campbell, Ky.,
41haries Pogue and George Which was taken tar a funeral terday that
201
Callowa
y
County
sewing 'oefure
The Kentucky Air Tour this
one irif the latest exhibits of the
tonight
and • Inth.: Master Tony Elkins.
home here.
arriving overseas in April thunderstorms
Ligon.
(Continued On Back 'Page)
Thursday
and
again
1956.
around Rt. 2, Calvert City; Mrs. J. B. year will be c iimposed of apThe bodies found Tuesday and United States Aiken ie Energy
President Yandall Wrather reCommission, is scheduled to arThe 22-year old soldier was Sunday.
Reach, Rt. 4; Odie Mteris, 1605 proximately fifty planes carryminded the cksb of the broom today were the flint chscevered
rive in Murray on April 10 and
giacitiated (rem Crandon High
W. Olive; Mrs. Hubert 'Breeden, ing 175 people. The lineup is r
sale which v.011 be corning up since March 5, when volunteer
will be (pen to the public beSchool in 1954- and was emNOTICE
512 So. 71h.; Ruh H. Lamb, 418 largely c mpesed of business
in May and expressed tape neat workers recevereci that of Joyce
Rubble's Beauty Strop on S. So. 9the
men and will visit in a number •
ginning at
ployed by the Consolidated Lumthe curt
Mrs. Will D. Th ir.nten.
alith.tigh
the 'ale would again be a • big McPeart,
volunteers Kluane,. There
of the better Lintels in Kenber and Paper Company. Green 13th Street will be cloned until 1621 Hamilton; Mrs. .1„
is
no
admissi
on
have
combed
the river bank and
success this year.
D. Dill, tucky.
Mieveay. April 21, because of Hazel; Mies
Murray is quite fortunate
charge.
Bay, Wis.. in civilian life.
condescend
Brenda Sue Skindragging operateens
Fort Campbell. Ky. (AHTNC)
the death of Rupert Cestaand.
in _having been selected as one
Grigan is Chairman of the —Army
ner,
So.
daily Fence the accident.
3rd
St.
PFC Wayne A. Killius.
of thc over-right snes, a Jaycee
"Anne for Peace" nernmittee of
Sell messing are the bodice
20. son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
of
sleek esman said,
Paulette Clint', 9; Mentaine Jar- the Murray June,* Chamber of F. Killius, Route 8, Murray. is
A definite date has .Tt. ot been
Ciirnm erne, Which is sp meter Mg schedul
en. 15; Doris F. Hu rotten,
ed to participate in "Ex15;
deeded upon as yet a n d an
/ernes L. Meade, 8; and James the exhibit.
ercise Eagle Wing." a 1131st Airannouncement of the planned
Edward Goble, 12, brother
The free exhibit, steed Gre- borne Division maneuver at Fort • Surplus food commodities will
visit will be made at a later
Sy UNITED PRESS
Campbel
the girl whose body was
l,
April
16-30.
be
dietribui
ted Friday, April 11
re- ater, is being brought to Murray
ente.
The
covered Tuesday.
maneuv
er,
which
will
n
back
in(,f Tabers
by the Junior Chamber of Comeele ry
Stnethnvest Kentucky —Mostly
s olve more than 15,000 para- Shp on North
Presermetnirg Mayor William merce as a public
3rd Street. Di9-service so troopers
canticle today, teughe and Thurs- Napier said Tuesday
,
is
designe
to
test
d
the
t
ri
bu-!in will be made between
that recent that OUT lineal citizen's may gain
effectiveness of the division und- 8:30 a.m. and
day with rain beginning iate to- feletuati,.in in the river
4:30 p.m.
may a better Insight of the rnajer
er simulated combat conditions.
day and centinuing irno Thum- tiring other bodies to
the sur- scientific discovery of the cenKillius is a mechanic in Comday nigh ttarlay in the 50s, low face.
tury, and if some of the proSPUTNIK STARS
Jack D. Jacks. Murrec7 is
pany A of the Division's 801st
tonight in upper 40s.
The tragedy occurred when a gram's of the
United
in Omaha. Neb., this week at—
States Aircraft Maintenance
TOKYO
Battalion
Floyd Ciernity school bt,e struck Atomic Energy.
IP — The New China
Commisreion re- He entered
tending a -Rirtuillietiee. end_ Sales
the Army in March News Agency has reported the
.• Some 5:30 am temperatures: an autionyetele wrecker
, cerened lated ti the deveilepment of the 1957
Training ech001 à
and completed basic combae performance of a new opera by
the home
Ceen.gton 35. lentisvitie 43, N- elf a &frond vehicle and
applicat
ions
of atomic energy in training
plungoffice of Woodmep of the efrorld
at Fort Carson,'Colo.
the Natermal Peiping Opera Theehmen 46, Bovqing Green 44, ed clown an embankment
into the fields of medicine, reserve,
Life Insurance Society.
The 1958 Mound City (Ill.) ater, designed as an honor to
00159 SPACE PLANE—This Is a drawing at the X-15 rocket
Lexington 08, Landon 44 and the river.
industry, and agriculture.
Mr. Jackson, Woodmen repre,,
plane, beteg built to penetrate outer spec‘ It is being built _
High School graduate was em- China's friends, the Russians. Its
Inopk irrsville 46.
Some
20
enieleen 'escaped
A viewer, walking through ployed at
sentetive in his area, is attend-'
Roy Britt's Garage in Idle is: "Sputnik Storms in the
IJ nee Los Angeles division of North American Aviation.
Evansville, Ind. 46.
from the Inn before it sank,
(Continued On Back Page)
ing with 12 other field repre• -Irlitht Is itheduled for 1959.
Olmsted, Ill., as a civilian.
(International Sounciphoto)
Heavens."
'
sentatives from 12 states.
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LEDGER & TIMk. - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

11-1E LEDGER & TIMES Secret Of
Bone Growth
Yielding

*USLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc.
.lonsolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
Cinaes-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
, 1942.

"w- BELK SETTLE CO. ANNUAL

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PIANLASHE.R

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
iv Public Voice iter-ts which, in our Opinion, are not for the best
nterest of our readers.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1388
Monroe, Memphis. Tenn.; 20 Park Ave., New York: 307 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago; 80 Bolyston St., Soston.

WEDNESDAY - APRIL 9, 1958

- By DELOS SMITH
United Preen Science Editor

NEW YORK 48 - Intricate
labora:ory experiments have led
Ilkiterect at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
at least a partial identification
, Second Class Matter'
of the chemical or chemicals)
bone which .sets
SUBSCRIPTION RAtES: By Carrier in MurraY, ;er week 200, re contained in
month 85c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3.50; else- oft the growth of new bone.
rha:'s big news for the human
where, $5.50.
race because it points towaro
WEDNESDAY -- APRIL 9, 1958
a day when science will be
able to cause new bone growth
whenever and w he r ever it
wishes.
TODAY
Tha: bone contains such a sub.stance tor substances) has been
strongly suspected since 1944.
He that dwelleth in the secret ;lace of
But because it exists in bone
Most High shall abide under the s'aadow
in such tiny amounts along with
so many other things, the e`ei-'
7 Ps. Ohl.
of the Almighty.:
&nee has been largely statistical
surmise rather than demonstrably
facual.
The kingdom of God is within i yoll. It is
Melvin L. Moss, of:Columthe seat of wisdom and is accessable to all
bia University's College .of Phy. God children.
C t '4 •
sicians and Surgeons, has now
Lame up with the demonstrable
facts. He began with a paste
made ,,f beef bones which hall
been refrigerated for severs.
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
months. In this paste 'there were
$120,000 no living bone cells and ne
New City Hall and Gas Building
chemical process which .
$125,000 existing
Sewer P:..nt Expansion
leads to bone cell formation.
Incubated'for 24 Hours
Planning and Zoning Commission with
He put :he pask into a solu- 1
Consultation.
Professional
:ion and let it stand at an
incubating temperature , for 24
IMPROVEMENTSNEEDED
howls. Then he whirled the.
,,,heavier material out of the soluIndustrial- Expansion.
tion and went on to filters in
order to get all the dead bony 1
Sidewalks. Curbs, Gutters.
materials out of it. What was
Widened Streets in some areas
left was concentrated by steam
Continued Home Building.
treatment and this was soaked
op into surgical sponges.
Airport for Murray.
These sponges were implanted
City Auditorium
surgically into the immature, still
open . skulls pt. 22 baby rats.
Fif ren days later the animals
were .sacrificed and it proved
that in all of " them these had
been much new bone growth
activity where the sponges wre
Ledger & Times File
but rio Where else.
The sponges themselves had
"all but disappeared into the
Hargrove. S2. died at .5:30 Tuesday matrix of new bone. In the
- Mrs.
h,,me of her daughter, Mrs. Lela Drink-. matrix were "islands" of formed
ifternoon
b,,ne and elsewhere bone cell
ad. Penny. .
f•rmation was going on in all
three Sons.
Survivors includt two daughters
stages of development. All this
,,.+alj team will open its 1948 activity was originating from
The Murray State ba.
climpaign here on Sat u r d a y. April 10, when the existing bone.
There were 10 "controls," in
_Thoroughbreds entertain Memphis State on the high which identical sponges contained
diamond.
hool
no .bone-chemical sOlutictn.
Solution Analyzed
Harold' Glenn Miran. vice-president of "the Peoples
These results seemed conclu4iving Bank.' will speak to the Murray Chapter of five.
Naturally. Muss went on
Tuesday. April 13. His,topic will lie-t1C-urrent &- to a biochemical analysis of the
AU
Atomic Trends."
solution which had set off all
this and found that its principal
annual
hold
their
s - -The Murray .Rotary Club will
ctimponent was one or the other ,
Ladies Night' tomorrow evening at 6:00 p.m. at the if two tightly related chemical ,
House. C. O. Bondurant. Robert JaKman. cc mpounds - or both.
tikay Whiny:ton, Mrs. Roy Farmer and Grover 'Wood
These compounds isolated from
James are on the committee in charge of the program. the solutic.n were put into a
new solution which was soaked
Mr. and Mrs. Jehnings Turner and Edwin were Sun- up into more sponges whirr:.
day afternoon eallers of Mrs. Madison Whitlow.
I were implanted into the skull, of eight more rais. They
i off new bone growth in all eigh!
, and so Moss *new heliad ident.fied the ,chemical (or chemicals).
't Reporting to t h e American
'Assn. for the Advancement 0:
Science, he said he note is testing
.other "fractions" of the origins:
• solution, and in places whert
new bone growth is not in the
cards as it is in the still open
skulls of infat mammals.
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QUICKIES

by Ken Reynolds

TROOP TERMS SPECIFIED
•-M,.rocco
RABAT. M )roec.,
announced that all treaties on the
stationing of foi-eign troops in
Morocco must explicitly recognize
'his country's right to , dem:rid
withdrawal of such troops. The
. United States has been 'negotiating quietly concerning the Strategic Air Commands five bases
.n this c.,untry sales morocco
I became independent' in 1958.
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Ladies

CHOPPERS
The kind you have
seen on TV at
'2.98

$1.98
Ironing Board

5c
to
49c

" tovi

INNS lev4s'

ers

Ladies Dress Belts .
$1.00 and up

COOKIE JAR
SALAD BOWL

'1.00
1.00

Complete Assortment

ALUMINUM WARE
$1,00 to $1.98

CUPS

1000 Yds.
DRAPERY
MATERIAL
Beautiful New Fresh Spring
Colors.
-Reg. 61.98 Value-

SUGAR BOWLS
MANY OTHERS

LADIES CLUTCH

HAND BAGS,
now $1.00
Costume Jewelry

MIRRO
Aluminum
Ware
Mirro-Matic"
ELECTRIC

Parculator
completely..

Automatic,
Beautifully Styled!

Regular s 1 .00 Value

590 plus tax
Other '1.00 and '1.98

MIXING BOWL
PITCHER

Complete Line

s19.95
Mirro-Matic
ELECTRIC

500
500

PORCELAIN

ENAMEL WARE

Fry Pan
Can he immersed in water when unplugged. Heat
control is in the plug.

Oval Dish Pans - $198
Pressure
Kettles
$298
Pan
Wash Pan
980
Sauce Pan 79-89-890
Dish Pan
$298

Whole meals in a matter
of minutes. Safe and convenient to use.

s14.95

TOSS PILLOWS
Assorted Colors

$1.00 Yd.

$1.00 each
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LUNCH PLATES

59it pair 2pr.slm

BIG APPLE* POTTERY

CREAMERS

Sri

CANVAS SHOE WEEK
at
i

11

SUNDAY -MONDAY
* lit RUN mues4se *

See These And
Many Other

Fine Mirro
Items

BELK - SETTLE CO
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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AfTIVE YOUNGSTERS

FAMILY SHOE STORE

Ladies Large Collars
$1.98 ea.

Assorted Patterns

BOWLS

air

51 and 60 guage

1800
DISHES

OPEN 6:15 - START DUSK

TONITE

Ladies'

Pad & Cover
$1.00 Cake Plates & Covers
only $1.00

CASSEROLES

NOW
OPEN
EVERY
-NITE

ENTIRE STOCK

LAMES NYLON HOSE

DINNER PLATES
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Charlie Dumas
Crappie Get Nod As The Foremost Isn't
Braves And Dodgers May Open
Cocky
Fish On Kentucky Lake For April Over Record Without Covington And Snider

By TIM MORIARTY
the Rediegs. and the Cubs downUnited P.ress Sports Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (Special)
ed the Or:ales, 6-5, on Dale:
late fall by fishing more shallow a school is found. Stragglers means meat on the
The
Milwauke
e
Braves
and the
By WILLIAM TYREE
table for
Some call them the crappie,
Long's 10th inning clutch sinate,
Loa Angeles Dodgers today faced
and in all these periods he may also offer _ fine fishing. but the the experienced fisherman.
United Press Sports Writer
At Mexico City, in the first
others know them as newlights
the
be caught in great numbers 'when location of a school of crappie
peassibilit
y
of
opening the
LOS ANGELES
- Charlie
appearance of a big league learn
and a few insist the name is
Often the bass fisherman will Duma, the Universit
1958
season
without star outy of Southcalico bass. But, whatever the
there in 20 years, more than•
tell you he is fiat interested ern California
sophomore who fielders Wes Covington: and Duke
25.000 tat; sow he Pittsburgh'
e of names, the crappie is
in catching crapppie. but we holds the official world
Snider.
high
Pirates lose to Mexico City of*
of the finest fishes and,
know most of them are interest- jump record, isn't
Covington twisted his left • knee
cocky but
the Mexican League. 5-3. Peach°
perhaps, is caught in greater
ed, especially when the bass are hiases some day
its
an
exhibitisn game against
to clear seven
Ramirfz pitched the rmite for
numbers than any other fish in
not taking the hires. Some of feet. five inches.
the Dodgers a. Austin, Tex.,
the min .r leaguers $nd missed
Kentucky. And whatever the
the finest crappie fisherman are
Tuesday and may miss next
Dumas
set
the
world
standard
a shtreut in the n.nth inning
name may be, they all taste the
also bask fishermen and they r 7 feet. 142 inch in the
Tuesday's opener against the Pitsummer
when aDnny Kfavi:z hit a three-. •
same after a crisp frying and
have an advantage over the of 1956 and went on
tsburgh Pirates. He was sliding
to
set
an
run h:mer.
offer a delectible dish for the
regular crappie fishermen jp that Olympic record Of 6
home on the business end of
feet.
11 14
most fastideous.
he uses his cailting skill' to inches during Ihe 1956
games. a squeeze play in-the 13th inning
Practically all fishermen enjoy
leeate the schools. Crappie will Yuri Stepancv of Russia cleared that gave the Bras es a 5-4 vica foray on the crappie. Perhaps,
DuDo
kedgfienriiisfer
'ake an artificial lure. By casting '1 feet 1.2 inches last year but tory.
more people fish for this species
these lures and hocking into a that leap hasaaa been recignize
Snider's trouble also is centerd
than any other one kind in
crappie, the -bass fishermen may vet because Ws used a special ed In the left knee, which was
Kentucky and the reasons for
for that. (draining)" and adds.'
locate a eehaol. If he casts again type of shoe on his take-off
foot operated on last December. There
this are ',many. For instance,
all
try to play" in today's
has been some swelling in the
after catching the first crappie. to provide more spring.
ir. all respect na, the fellow who
knee this spring and Duke told game against t he Braves a'
then he will lay aside his casting
Menial Hazards?
catches him, he is the easiest
oUtfil, rig up his crapnie fishing
Will Dumas try to surpass one reporter Tuesday "I think Dallas.
fish of all to haul in. This type
gear and set to work in earnest. Sepanov's unrecognized mark? it'll have to be drained."
The
Tfid veteran center fie!cler hio
fishing- is also for the fellow
T-raprie schools move along Are there mental hazards when
May Not Need Draining
appeared in only 13 games this
sho does not wish to exert
through the water and when the cress-bar is placed at even
However, he later declared spring and has been unable to
himself too much, yet the crappie
the catch drops off at one spot, feet or higher?
"There may not be any need play more than two days in
cannot be caught with as great
the bass fisherman twill seek
succession, all of which would
"Well. I always try to do my
NEW ORLEANS 'I; - Ralp
ease as a fisherman may think.
out another school' in the same best." the good-natured 20-ye
indicate his knee still is unable Dupes, ranking lightweig
arht con
Everyone can .catch him, but
manner as he located the first.
to withstand sustained pressure lender aiming for
old said as he dipped in a muscle
a title hag
some fishermen are far more
without developing, some sore- with lightweig
stretching exercise that he thinks
ht_ champion "Fe
adept at, this type fishing then
- -Crappie fishing is not confined
ness.
is better than jumping every
Brown in Houston, Tex., May 3,
others. So. then, since it is
to the lakes. Stream fishing
The San
Francisco Giants. slammed his Way to a unanimous
day.
easy fishing and the harvest
for crappie is good. especially
meanwhile, received good news decision Monday night
"This kind of training helps
over Rae
is great it is natural that we
in the searle- spring and in many
when X-rays revealed Willie mOro Fuen'es of Los
me get my body up where I
Angeles 14
By SCOTT BAILLIE
have thousands of men, women
fsrrn teettle and smaller lakes
Mays
suffered
only
want
a
it,"
mild
he
hemosaid, twisting almost
a scheduled 10-round bout.
United Press Sports Writer
and children who 'regard the
great catches of these fish are
terna (bruise) just above the
in two. "I haven't any particular
The two judges and the ref
SAN FRANCISCO
crappie as their choice.
- Wres- elbow when
made.
struck by a pitched called it a lopsided fight, gisdn
aim. I just jump. But I've work- tling is just a
hobby to Bill ball
The crappie is - made more
in
Monday's
game
ed
two
'against Dupas nine, eight and sesie
inches higher every year Kerslake. the 3I2-pound
The crappie is a slow biter.
titan of
famous in Kentucky by their
In, other words, he acts as if since I started jumping in the America's amateur mat world. 'he Cleveland Indians at Austin. rounds.
"runs" in the various lakes. For
Mays
sat
ou_L_Tiles
day's_ "game --Dussass-siv?ek- Euentesorepea
„tie were reluctant to take !he ninth.
tend so the professional promoters
instance, at K entucky Lake.
at Corpus Christi, in which the ly with a sharp right
"T hope I can get up around will beckon in
tesrpowl-Tfie-experieneed crappie
crass. H'
vain for him to Indians
about the middle of April or
rolled
to an 11-7 victory best rounds were the fourth an
flcherrenn- Ineows this and that 7 feet. 5 inches. I don't think join their carnival.
early in May, the crappie seeks
over
the
Giants, but will be fifth, when he scored heavt
is where skill .is so necessary. there's any barrier."
"I've had offers to turn 'pro
out his spawning grounds in
--in- center field to,' the vieth both hands.
Then, without any warmup, but why should I?"
By being patient, he allows the
asks Kerslake season
the shallow waters near the
openes.
Fuentes. a welter, came
Crappie to take hold of the Dumas celared a bar set well in a voice that is surprisingly
banks of the fake. While spawnYanks. Dards Defeated
strong in the firs: rounds, a
minnow, permits him to run above his own six-one height. thin for a frame so fully
packed:.
ing they have voracious appetites
In other Tuesday exhibitions -nened a cut over Dupes'
with the minnow in his mouth He was almost as casual about "That would mean going from
if
and when their spawning beds
for maybe In feet. A: this point his preparations when he sur- one town to 'another and prob- the Phillies edged the Yankees eye in the second. The blp
are located the fishermen have
3-2; the White Sox turned back seemed to bother
the crappie tietially has _matte prised the track world by clear- ably net making too much
Dupas ut
money
but to. dunk a minnow. maybe
Cardinals, 5-4; the Senators his .eeconds stopped the
mind to 'swallow ,,the ing Seven feet. "I'm ready," was at that. Amateur wrestling is the
DOW
15 inches deep, and haul out
r "..1 •
a 10-'
tv
over after the round.
bait. When he does the tishiitrnan' all he said.
fun and I intend to keep it tlet
one clippie after another until
No Special Shoe
jerks his pole ever so mildly
way."
the limit of 30 is reached. The
Neither Dumas nor his coach.
Wins Six in Row
A sample of the take (Living Kentucky Lake's crappie and he sets the honk, the crappie
same sort of runs also are had
Jess
M
irgensen.
offers his only show of violence.
are considering
He won his sixth consecutive
in Lake Cumberland and Dale run. Elmer Dais,•
using
?he
kind of special shoe AAU•crown Friday night,
Owenton crappie hunter, with a 41
/
4 He'll tug for a few seconds and
posting
tiollow, hut they do not reach
then give up the fieht, floating Which has enabled Stepanov and four straight falls before Gordon
the magnitude of the Kentucky pound 'crappie taken during the height of last year's run
several
other Russians to make Roesler of Tulsa's
erenelv to the surface
YMCA held
Lake run because these lakes The run usually kicks-off in mid April. Probably.the hot"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
several outstanding high jumps him to a draw.
are not so shallow.
Yes,
the
crappie
104 East Maple St.
is
eat it,e,ca !I the April fishing agenda in Kentucky, the run
a good •"Until the shot is recognized. Kerslake also hung onto
Phone 262
the
Mit and he
a member of a we won't use it," Mortensen Greco-R
These runs are but the high- focuses
oman championship Sato
mammoth Kentucky] Luke with fishermen great clan in IFKentucky
light of the crappie. He may be
. He has said.
urday. During the four days he
paliermouth. Once a school is many takers and his takers will
caught in summer, by fishing probing tree-tops for
But he and Dumas are certain competed here he
registered six
convince
you
deeper; in the early spring and located, big strings of big crappie
he is iust about Charlie could go higher with falls, one
are caught,
decision and was held
the best fish for the table.
such an aid.
to one draw.
.r
"No (elute where Charlie might
Bill's next Sit op is Norman
go," Mortensen said. "He's one Okla., where
an all-star United
Sport Shorts
of those one-in-a-bluestnoon na- States team opens
a three-match
MURRAY AP -Murray aiate tuia! athletes, similar to Parry series with
let us help pay
Russia April 11.
CePeee's track team tk.an a deal O'Brien in the shotput.
Kerslake. 28, is well fixed in
Those bills post due-.
meet from Middle Tenn essese
Dumas says he likes plenty the grey matter
department, havCat money quickly
Teeeday. defeating the
Blue IC fans in the stands when he ,1 ing a degree in chemical
engiAnd confidential too.
Ra:ders 02 1-3 ha 59 2-3.
ompetes because "they make me, neering from Cast
Tech. His
want to try harder."
tegular job is with the National
T.EXINGTON 4IP -The annual
The Murray State Racers
Advisory Committee for AeroJinnette, Middle. and
downed host Middle ,Tennessee !Gage. Murray.
nautics in Cleveland where he
Wtie-S"
intra
quad g ame •
'
FANS HONOROKING
elmateing
University
621e to 592e to capture its season
the
is on a s!aff which experiments
of
220-yard Dash--23.0 -Berden
LOS ANGE1•ES I
- The Kentucky footesall tram', spring
opening track nnd field meet in Murray; Jinette. Middle and
with space flight engines.
'
GOLDSBORO, N.0 Afl - Forsontrover
sy
over
use
of
Chavez
driels WT. be held in Sit-st4 Field
Murfreesboro • Tuesday.
Eliminated by Champion
vie. Middle.
mer major league pitcher Clyde'
Inc
Nes
as
basebaisl
a
oertadium
Murray trailed going into the
Friday
Big
night
at
p.m.
8
Bill
c.d.t.
failed
to
win a medal
440-yard Dash -, 51.7-Ba rrien. for the Dodgers
King. who got his start in prois being used
final event, the mile relay. The Murray: Frost. Middle
during the 1956 Olympics but
and Dan- as a smoke screen by persons
fessional baseball on the sandlots
Racer team composed of Tom leis, Murray.
DeLAN'D, rn. ar - Mutiny
had the satisfaction of being
here, will be honored by local
who don't want the Dodgers
Embry, Dan Mathews. Larry
eliminated by the eventual chamState Ce'leset's tennis team dee
880-yard Run -- 2:87 - Frost - n Los Angeles under
fans today when he brings his
any condiDaniels and Dentis Bardon, roar- 011iddle: Gibbs, Middle.
pion. Turkey's Hamid Kaplan.
C etle 6 1 Tile-F° Columbus. Ohio Jets
and Cole iiens, according to Councilman tented
of
the
ed home to win the mile relay rMurray.
day to move ahead in 'its cern- American Associati
on
James C. Corman.
into town
and give Murray its victory over
petition with Florida teams. The for an exhibitio
Mile Run 1-- 445 - Reed.
n game. King
Corman made the charge -in
the Blue Raiders.
Racers lost In Rollins College pitched for the Dodgers
Middle; Ravenscraft. Murray; and a Town
and
Hall debate Mi.aday
The Racers will next encounter Dawson, Murray.
with councilman John C. Holland. lose Saturday but v.-hipped Jack- Pirates and later manager HollyTennessee Tech on April 16th at
Two-Mile Run
1039 6 -- leading opponent of granting 300 stonvile State College Sunday.
wood, Calif.. and Atlanta. Ga.
Murray State.
Reed, Middle: Ravenseraft, Mur- acres
of 1and t, the Dod gers
Event Summary
ray; and Dawson, Murray.
MAGAZI
NE
HONORS
THREE
RIDERS ADD TWO
Part of the land gran; lies in
100-yard Dash -10.4-Purvis.
High Hurdles -- 15 4 NEW YORK WI -The magazine
GU!. E: -.an Park:Murray: Davis. Middle; and Ellis. - "There
ljpekev
Pictorial
has named
REGINA. Sask. el --:- Jerry
is abundant evidence'
Murray.
that mans of our opponents Wren Blair. manager of Canada's Welch. a quarterback from South
Low Hurdles - 25.3 -- Gage. iron'i went the
Whitby
Dunlops. vsorld amateur Dakota State who was released
Dodgers in Chavez
Murray; Carson, Middle and Rai- Ravine or
in Los Angeles," Cur- hockey champions.' hockey exe- by the Baltimore Colts lase sea se!. Middle.
cutive of the year for the 1957- son, has signed with the Saska'man said.
.
i
t,
Pole Vault - 11-6 - Jinette,
-s'-- --.;
Holland denied he and his 58 season. Toe Blake. coach of chewan Roughriders of the CanMiddle; Glombetti. Murray, David group
were against the Dodgers the Netional Hockey League adian Football League's Western
.,
.
and Hayden of Middle all tied ceming to
Los Angeles, but, he champion Montreal Canarliens, Division The Riders also signed
for sectind place.
CALIBRATED
said. "We want the Dodgers here was named top coach. and Gordie Roger Gebhart. a guard who
TIC
1TOPAA
Broad Jump - 22-3 - Jinette. on the same
'
WINDER
terms as the Los Howe of the Detroit Red Wings played his collegiate ball at North
TENSION DIAL
BOSTON WI - Loss of re-- Middle; Glorpbstti, Murray; and Angeles
cliOASUB
IN
Dike's
State
Rams or any other big
bounding star Bill Russell offset Davis. Middle.
hiistrif• 5 CrrpT)ra • TIITI."
• a home-court edge held by the
111 '' MW ANYTHING
Shot Put - 41-10 - Shore.
SPEED
.
• Boston Celtics going into a fifth Murray:
.VARIXBLE
Kaiser. Murray and
gi EVEN NEW Kra tie
DROP
and crucial game against the Giotnbetti,
ADJUST
ABLE
FABRICS,
Murray.
400T.-C°"111°I
S. Louis Hawks for the 'National
CONTROL -7
Discuss
123-2
Dalson.
fEED
Basketball championship here to- Middle; Glembett
i. Murray and
night.
Bratton. Middle.
DARNE
•
Celtics coach Red Auerbach
Mile Ftelay - 3:37 8- Murray
ETIOC#1.0-fAtincc
I.
admitted Monday that Russell iEmbry. Mathews
-YEAR
, Daniels and
&
was "titrtsugh for the season." Bardon).
He said the 6-10 star had a
NTEI
min foal
small chip fracture in his leg
UMO
FLOA1
*-and also torn ankle tendons.
UNITED
PRESS
By
Rodriguez (101 and Tappe. PapThe al.irtsy• S'a't' Racers
Russell suffered the injuries
sEWS
pas, Hershman (8) and Triandos,
P
pounded out 14 hits yesterday
d
At Mexico City. Mex.
Wednesday night in St. LOWS.
UL INSPECTED
for a 11-2 .triumph over visiting Pittsburgh 000 0(11 003- 3 61 Ginsberg (10). Winner - Mayer.
He sat out Saturday night's
Loser-Harshman. HR-Nieman.
Evansville for their first baseball Mex. City 000 041 00x- 5 11
Gears Tree'
APOROVED
1
game when the Celtics evened
5NAPOUT
"•'
Good Housekeeping
victory in four starts.
R. G Smith, Gross 151, Face
the best-of-seven series with a
RACE
At Austin, Tex. (13 Inn.)
Tommy Wells and Chico Reyes 17)
'''''1•
;
.
and Kravitz. Ramirez and
109-98 victory at St. Louis.
L. A. 021 001 000 000 0-4 9 3
vIe
eombined , hurling t a l'e n 1 s in Petasof. Loser
- Gross.
2511150
Mil.
300 000 crto -000 1-5 12 0
i,itching a 3-hitter for the Racers.
McDevitt, Kipp (12) and WalkWells was relieved after four
Eradicate
Prevent
At Charigete. N. C.
er. Buhl. Conley (6). McMahon
,nnifigs by Reyes who didn't
By United Press
.allow a run in the last five N. Y. eft) 17)0 000 otn- 2 7 1 (8). Robinson (10). Paine (12)
Phila. (N) 101 000 01x- 3 9 1 and Rice, Crandall (6). Winner
BRISTOL,..Cenn.: WiThe Pep, innings and fanned 11 men. Wells
Ford and Howard. Johnson (7). Paine. Loser - Kipp. HR-Neal
.
129. Hartford, C. en.,. otepointed struck out nine batters in the Sanford, H
Lopata.
earn
(9)
and
Aarnn.
Gorge Steiihany, 130, Nsw York four innings 'he pitched.
Winner
Sanford.
Murray hrite into the lead
The Destructive Termite (10).
At Richmond. Ind.
with two runs in the first and
At Corpus Christi. Tex.
("incl. (Ni 000 000 300- 3 10 4
added insurance esith three runs
FREE INSPECTION
3 Wash. (A) 202 240 00x-10 14 0
each in the second sand !laird 'S F. (N) 011 300 002Cleve. (A) 412 4(A) 00x-11 10 3
MILWAUKEE. Wis.: Orville innings.
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The Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the
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Wednesday,r April 9
The J. N. Williams chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet at 320
in the afternoon in the home of
Mrs. W...Z. Carter, Olive Street.
Members will note this change
of time and are urged to attend
the meeting.
•• • •
The Arts and Crates Club will
meet at 2:30 in the afternoon
in the Pm o m e of Mrs. Elm-us
Beale, Coadwate.r Road.
`gi • • •
The Wesleyan Crele of the
First Methodist Church w i 11
meet .n the home of Mrs. Hann
Wesa, Elm Street, at 7:30 in the

The Gladys McElrath BWC of
the Memorial Baraiet Church
will meet in the home of Mrs.
Thraa Crawford at 7:30 in the
evening.
• • ••
The Golden Circle Clam of
the First Baptist Church will
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MEN'S
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The Euzelian Class 4 t h e
First Baptist Church will meet
in the home of Mrs. Bob McCUIS.A..11, 503 Olive Scree( at 720
Nylon Reinforced
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.
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Neck Bands •
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0
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New For Spring!
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- Woolens and
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JACKETS
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6.98 to ‘,.14.98
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Tuesday. April 15
The WMU of the Fir.: Baptist
Church wall have its general
reeeang this afterrition at 2:30
at the church. The program,
"Entering Wide Doors", will be
Circle V.
given
• • ••
of
Assembly
Murray
The
Ha inia As- for Girls will meet in
the L eige Hall at 720 in the
ev('reng.
••••
The Eva Wail Circle of the
Rapt:tat Church will
Mein
meet n the Name if M*. Joe
Pat Farley at 230 in. the' after-'
neon.
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"Perfect for Spring"
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Ark..
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at.
day and spent the we
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Get That Serta Feeling
from the world's most refreshing sleep!
l
Only Scrta "Perfect Slccper",hin-pategsr
Sertahner construction — the greateAt mattress
sleep
invention of all time — the mattress you
relax
to
softness
top
get
You
on . . . not in!
rest.
level
spinefor
support
every muscle, deep
you'll
and
test,
1-2
the
Come in . . . make
your
agree Scrta Perfect Sleeper really stretches
mattress dollar.

Crass Furniture Corany
YOU WAKE UP WITH yOun

BACK ALL TIGHTENED UP**
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sof,. SAGGING M.4•111715

Special Purchase!

For The

Arch Cushion Insole

8' to 3.

jean Leslie.'
f"
:'Better
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Reg. 9.98

"o-lt-Yourself" Man

Made by a Sena

NEW!!
FOR SPRING!
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Spring Nylon

TOKYO
today for 1
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1
/
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COTTON
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Shirt

SLIPS
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PA R S
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GIRLS'
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"Perfect Sleeper"
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Spring
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- Famous Make
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Extra-Firm Healthful Mattress

CONSOLIDATED STORE

ClEstahdie•ScCylnE
COLOR by 01 LURIE

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Evelyn Rudie • Loire

Do you suffer from soft-mattress $114
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Sena Perfect Sleeper Sertafadic
mattress with patented Sertaliner
roi swi• site
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you top softness for wonderful
Me Ewing,
you
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Yet
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so"•• low Inl'i••
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level The result is the world's most refreshing skip.
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blicago Planning For

De Gaulle
Man Of Hour
Once Again

1959 World Fair

•

CHICAGO —. ttPt
.of, the
wh,o Lke to take a Middle
In 'llielr cars are
road
going to have a hard lane here.
The city has planned to build
mid -•- street lxinters on 200
miles of streets in, the next five
strips
ceniterline
The
years.
cost anywhere --from $5,000 to
experts said they are worth the
cost.
A study showed that recently
installed dividers have speeded
traffic and cut down on accitient.; - at the same time, according to Leslie Soren, city
traffic engineer.
The barriers also provide a
refuge for pedeser.ans oaughr. In
the open by a cheageng leielet;• he
said.

By JOSEPH W. GRIGG
United Press Staff Correspondent
Help yeur youngsteirs play
PARIS Itn —A man of sile-nce
in CREAM COtrORT.
longcr
as
today
again
kenting
is
"P-F" Canvas 4hoes
them
Get
destiny.
of
man
Flrancee
elapsed
have
today.
years
18
Nearly
Since Gen. Manes de Gaulle's
historic call to a beaten France
•
--400Lik
on July 18. 1940, to fagot on
Today, as France heads toward
-4--• FOS/4.MS
FOUNDATION
gieg wee,crisis that many Frenchmen fear ooteld mean the end
from
;tektite Fourth Republic, the tall
$2.99
e of de Gaulle is mardhing
ter-ward the front of the
,stage.
UTRILLOS WIDOW TQ U.S.
Giattne, now 67, is doing
to hasten his return.
--Theenikelly Ave yhtrs he has
MONTE CARLO, Monaco el —
VULCANIZED
silence,
strict
a
maintained
Lucie_ V:lore.Utrillo, widow of
New
across
•
elephants
Longer Wear
of
for
herd
a
leads
Schmidt
Freddy
• watching from tvis retreat at
the - Parisian painter, Maurice
CAN SUMMER BE FAR AWAYT—Trainer
(International)
Square Garden and circus time.
... Safer Washing
Coleenheeetes - De,ux - Egaietes, 100
York's Queensboro bridge, bound for Madison
Utrillo, said she will make her
perches on ranger's
miles east of Marls, while one
first trip to the United States
Michael M. Roberts, 21, Neenah. %Via.,
after the rescue.
wear
properly, that they are still a next month for an exhibit.ipn
for
worse
the
weak midodle-of-reite-'road eowli- if France is plunged into a pronone
truck, looks
long way from old age. They of her own works as well as
government
insoluble
tion government after argeher longed,
have an average life expectancy those of her husband and mothhas fallen.
ere-Zs, or if the Algerian war
of 13 more years. But a custom er-in-law'. The exhibition will
"De Gaulle's great strength drags on arsother six months; or
which dates back to the- era open M
Y. rk
today is his selence," commented if there is Communist or exwhen 65 'was an advanced age
one astute French whack:in.
treme righeise rioting and you
ITIs
e
that
TheM
this
ViliOn
bola
get a different answer.
Comeback Talk Widespread
men and women should re,..i.
Those who know the World
Butt talk of a de Gaulle comefrom prod,uctive work. In at
r eillandlea
o-iwo read today War II reststance leader best
increasing number of business
ee he quit say he himself is more and more
than at any time
and professional jobe, retireeuant
as government ohiof iA 1945. ounvinctxl his hour is approachat 65 is not merely customary but
frasOralltif Ant "angered by the ing again. But, above all, they
compulsory.
By LOUIS CASSELS
rehired of French politice.ans to say he will return only if he
Social security and private
accept his ideas of a "strong" is invalid by an overwhelming United Press Staff Correspondent
— Since :he pension programs have helped
political
of French
WASHINGTON
French regime headed by a chief rriajoiney
to cushion the financial shock
of state want , powers as ?weep- leaders and in no case as the turn of the century. medical
science has.added two full dec- of retirement. But nearly everying as thcise of the president of result of a military coup.
ades to the average span of life. one still . undergoes a drastic
be United Sautes.
While nearly everyone agrees reduction of income a-hen ,ht,
Many French pohticiains today
ANNOUNCED that this is a blessing, it has Siops drawing a salary check.
fear a return of de .Gaulle to REPLACEMENT
Government surveys shoe that
confronted this youth-worshippower. They leveed him as too
LUXEMBOURG an — Grand
ing nation with a new set of ,the income .pf rnen o'er 65
"autocratic." 'They fear he might
appointed problems — the problems of aft
•_Ao_per.1._cen.t—o5
set up a rigfit-Weing "dictator- Duchess Charlotte has
7hose men in the 53-64 age
off Interior and Educatoon IvLegester aging population.
touch
would
that
ehip"
la, is stretchered from
Minister In 1900, it was quite a feat group.
William Pope, 11/, suffered pro
bloody fighting with the Com- Pierre Fneden Prime
.Mrs.
The median income of the
Bede. Beth, to live to the age • of 65. Only
Joseett
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replace
to
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Francisco.
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de
Some also fear that
of—the lAst census was about ,
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seems in the making in
sl1 France out 1-if its lieved of his premiership
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$960 a year. This means that
HAPPY ENDING—A happy ending
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13
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there
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overwork.
students
Algerian and <Otte- troubles and
these photos of rescue of four Stanford university
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Two
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.'marooned on an 11,S00-foot peak near Yosemite, Calif.
on less than $80 a month.
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old. Garalte with concrete drive to street, plastergroup,
age
over-65
the
to
will be open from 9 am. until belong
supposed
securityee
social
Wasn't
niurdered a 54-year old shoe- tee e her him as gyverrienent
SEARCH FOR MURDERER
throughout; electric heat, fully insulated, 3
ed
in
25
of
out
4 pm. esrt. Adults must be ac- compared to one
to take care of this problem!
maker and then sold the dead chtet."
and den which can he used for 4th bedbedrooms
1900.
oilier
not
child
a
by
eumparted
..44
.
Looks For Invitation
To some extent, ye But millions
' TOKYO ith — Police ,searched man's house to a neighbor for
We Create A Myth
bath, nice yard. This house has FHA
2
1
'
1
room,
years.
12
than
But ask what would happen
today for a young criminal who $550.
The signifcance of these statis- of today's old folks are not
will transfer, interest at 41,,"2'.-, payowner
Loan,
tics is not widely appreciated, covered. And inflation, has rements $78.00 month including taxes and insurof
pow&
the
duced
purchasing
according to G. Warfield Hobbs,
ance. No charges for transferring loan.
chaiiman of the National Com- pension dollars for those who are
covered.
mittee on the Aging. He says
*Large 4 Bedroom Brick corner 10th and Sharp
About 9 million people are
the chief reason is that "we
Street. Large living room with wall-to-wall carpetold
currently
drawing
monthly
have ereated a my h about the
ing. two full baths, also lavatory in guest room.
the
age
from
checks
insurance
gulden years.'"
(
Central heating and air-conditioning, basement
security
social
administration
This myth depicts old age as
$74 - a
living room or den. Large kitchen with built-in
a time when white-haired couples The payments average
month for retired workers with
range, automatic dishwasher, exhaust fan and
enjoy a life of well-earned leisno el.gible dependents, $68 fin
very nice cabinets. Built-in vanity and dressings,
ure. You see them playing shufwidows, and $126 for a
fleboard with the neighbors in aged
table in two of the bedrooms. Double U'alk-in
a Florida retirement village, or retired couple.
closets in each bedroom, two in one bed room,
The Social Security A
mailing postcards to the grandshady lot. This house can be bought much
large,
children from a long - planned authorized federal grants
than some houses can be built on your
cheaper
for -public assistance" paymen
tour of the West.
lot.
n
For a fortunate few, this may to needy aged who are
be an accurate picture of life eligible for retirement ben, :
*Nice Three Bedroom House on South 13th Street
after 65. But where do you Payments range is from a .
fully air-conditioned. Electric heat, garage, lots
rree•
a
of
a
$91
to
high
$28
of
for
this
picture
find tie= in
of nice cabinets in kitchen. Fully insulated. A
'$54
of
as
erage•
national.
a
with
who
oldsters
the 400.000 lonely
suehome.
are
beautiful
cheeks
security
Social
the
spend their lives staring at
ceiling in nursing 'homes? Or plemented, f or some retire,
Be2room in Circarama Sub-Division.
Three
*Nice
for the 3 million who -live with pie, by annuities and pre.
lots of cabinets. Sunporch glassed
kitchen,
Large
But.
s.
m
a
gr
pr
pension
their married children or other
utility, carport, large bath with
a
is
screened,
and
programs
of
growth
these
relatives because they are unable
relabuilt-ins. Has FHA Loan. Owner will transfer.
—financially or physically — to postwar phenomenon, and
retiree
maintain a home of their own? tive!y. few if thee who
*Large New Three Bedroom Brick with stone front
And what of the 7 million who before ^ 1950 are getting suce
in NIeadowlane Sub-Division. Den or dining room,
try to get along on incomes of pensions.
1 14, bath, utility, carport. A very nice home ready
less than $80 a month.
to
live in.
These are some of the people
AD -VICE
that Hobbs and other authoritini
Nice Three Bedroom Brick House at 104 N.
Extra
have in mind when they say
17th Street. Garage, living room, utility with
that it is time for Americans
1.,,la
automatic washer and dryer, wall-to-wall carpetto quit kidding themselves About , LONDON , ,119 — Mrs.
Blacken, whose home in suing in living room, dining room and hallway.
the problems of aging.
burgOne of .the most severe prob- burban Hornsey has been
Shower in utility, nice shady lot.
past Sew
lems is maintaining an adequate larized twice in the
locai
Special! Three Bedroom Brick House on Ryan
months put this ad in the
income.
newspaper: "Please, I have nothAvenue. Utility, nice kitchen, lots of cabinets,
Retirement is Compulsory
Most 65-year olds feel, quite ing left to pinch."
nice living room, bath with built-in vanity. Elec-

An Aging
Population
New Problem

50
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FAMILY
Shoe Store

Live In Your Own

PLYMOUTH...
TODAY'S

SOFTNESS
prose losphdy
nnd f..t how
responsiv• sT,
contott.

PORT.
hard and
Ion, to
body weight

NW.%

tric heat. Can be bought for $9,750.00. For quick
sale: Guaranteed F.H.A. approval. See this pne!
•
THESE ARE oNrx A FEW OF THE MANY

TOMORROW'S

3fly
•

0•

LISTINGS OFFERED BY BAUCUM REAL
ESTATE AGENCY
FOR ALL YOUR REAL ESTATE NEEDS CHECK
WITH US FIRST.... We will be glad to assist you
with your F.ILA. or G.I. Loans All the property
above can be bought with minimum clown payments
or F.H.A. or G.I. Loan up to $10,000.

•

You get more for your money in a new Plymouth!
Regardless of iniodel or price, you get a full ,113-inch
Iteelbase ... a revolutionary new suspension system —
Torsion-Aire — that gives you the world's most level ride
...Total-Contak.Rrakes that slop you faster, smoother.
...modern Sther Dart styling
with 30',;, less lining wear.
that will still he beautiful }ears from now ...plus dozens
more. Renteipber: the other two low-price cars charge
front $125 to $140 extra for their top rides, and don't offer

only 19511 car in the low-price "3- with Torsion-Aire Ride,
Total-Contact Brakes and all those other features that put
it so far out in front. Naturall . it will bring you a higher
price than less modern cars! That's why we say the new
Plymouth is tomorrow's best trade! See yonr Plymouth

dealer and undo; the best deal of your life!

7Ne
.
446
to.

:
444444
41kk41144111044
1
/

B

Plymouth's other great features at any price! Plymouth
is today's best buy!
When trade-in time comes. Ply-mouth will sial he the

More car for your mono,today
More money for your car tomorm:

UCU

REAL ESTATE AGENCY
HOYT ROBERTS
Khrushchev (right)
'LIBERATOR,' IT SAYS HERE — Nikita
party chief Janos
walks along with Hungarian Communist
Budapest since he added
Radar (left) on his first visit to
Communist party first secthe Soviet premier job to his
Hungarian Red
retaryship. Khrushchev was hailed by the
Soviet Foreign
authorities as a "liberator." Between -them is
/international Radiophoto)
Minister Andrel Gronlykoo

OWNER-MANAGER

Call 48 or 1447
_

.4.0

•

•

•
• r

formo..

it

•

or.
71.

r
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11.
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•
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BE READY FOR THE COMING SEASON

NI

HURRY ON -DOWN TO BELK-SETTLE FOR

WeDNE:

elik CLOTHE

IUBLIE

:onsoht
, 1942
We res.
$r Pub I.
riterev •
o. T
Trl0
on
tiA
li
pn A
gntere

MEN'S FRUIT OF THE LOOM

MEN'S WHITE NYLON

MEN'S NO. 1 KHAKI ARMY TWILL

0

TS
PAN
K
WOR
$598
S
KET
JAC
TS
PAN
K
WOR
$295
TS
SHIR
pair
2
or
100
$495
JACKETS
W0111( PANTS SWEAT SHIRTS
$598
WORK SHIRTS
$149
$269 or -2 pair $5°°
JACKETS
JEANS by LEVI
WESTERN JEANS.
NS
JEA
$495 or 2 pair S900
$398
$395

to
SUBS'in
mown es
where ci

FULL cur To FIT WELL • SANFORIZED

ck
Ala

MEN'S LIGHT WEIGHT TWILL

1

Grey end Khaki
Sizes S. M:L

Grey or Khaki Twill —Boatsail
Waist-641.d and . Pockes.• 29 to 42.

MEN'S WHITE POPLIN

• TO MATCH ABOVE PANTS

Two Button-Down Flap rockets - Size 14 1 2 to 17

MEN'S FADED BLUE

Sleeve Lengths: Long, Med-, Short

1116

t.

2-ROOM C./
.t.id a
Ifiawk.n...
Ph ay 2418,

MEN'S WHITE

MEN'S TWILL

•

Sizes 28 to 42

Full Cut - Well Made - Sanforized - Dark Green or Grey
Quality and color to match 'above pants. Two button - down
po('kets. Full - cut, sanforized.
Sizes 14 to 17. Sleeve lengths,
short, med. and long.

Sizes 36 to 44

USED PLATS
Mvs.
PhDn

4.

1 D.C. CAS.
tom plryy a
goad c..nd
atap. Call
or 646.
NE'
trt. .ng he.
Si at 161
Mnirlie Doi

Reinforced at Neck with Nylon
Small, Medium, Large.

1952 FORD

MEN'S WESTERN

MEN'S WRANGLER

$325

Small, Medium & Large

•

Tough 13': 1 -oz. Denim. Vat-dyed,

•

zipper fly. Metal riveted or bar

MEN'S

MEN'S ALL LEATHER

Genuine Horsehide

Work Gloves

GLOVES

MENS'

IVY LEAGUE JACKETS

at
No Cuff - Drawstring
Ms

ASSORTED STRIPES
MEN'S RAILROAD,

MEN'S LEATHER PALMS

MEN'S LONG TOP
PART WOOL

KS
SOC
GLOVES

Men's Porous Sponge

SOCKS

Long or Short Top

KHAKI COLOR

White or Random Color

1.29
1.00 39c or 3 for $1 3 pr. $17°
59c Each

DUNGAREES

Keeps your head cool.
Won't sink if it falls
in water.

$1"
BOYS'

FATIGUE

PANTS

Jacket

School Pants
$398
$298
$198
$298
S
KET
JAC
School Trousers
Twill

Army Green Color

Foll cut for working comfort. Sanforized
triple stitched. Sizes 28 to 94.

Sizes 6 to 18
Three Colors to Choose

BOYS' WHITE POPLIN

WASH & WEAR POLISHED COTTON

Sizes 6 to 18
Black or Tan

SIZES 6 to 18

1398

BOYS'

Ivy League .Stripe
JACKETS -. 5398

BOYS 13 4 OZ

Western Jeans
Sanforized, Heavy Bar-Tacking
at Points Of Strain. Sizes 6 to 16.

41 98

BOYS' LEVI

•

*1"

JEANS

$98
-2g/

A46
Sizes
14 to 1 6

$269

MtNtS PAINTER BRAND

Ivy League Pants
$495

HICKORY STRIPE

- by LEVI
6 Colors to Choose
Siies 2q to 38

MEN'S•PEG TOP

HEAVY TWILL

PANTS
Several Colors to Choose From

•

S

00

OVERALLS $298
Sizes 30 to 42
r. 4

BLUE DENIM

Sanforized
Sizes 30 to 50

$449
Sizes 28 to 36

MEN'S 10-0Z. JACK RABBIT

High or Low Back, Wears
Well. Sizes 30 to 46.

2.79

S,,iret•
I, •d.

CARPENTER

ny
r'N

his

OVERALLS
Full Cut For Comfort
Triple Stitched

Ile,

MEN'S DUCK HEAD

MEN'S OSH KOSH

Overalls

•

Hickory Stripe, Triple Stitched,
Sure Wear Pockets, Double Ply
For Double Wear. 30 to 42.

toot. _
lc

weevil
there
ens f
good!

$495
Carpenter Overalls
MEN'S OSH KOSH

She
tonne

few
to th

a

right
tiro.

of th:
,
"OW'
ing
It 1(0,
choki
Ma
at tit
the p
neck
"net
wron
Nom(

Well Made From Hickory Stripe Denim.
Large Deep Pockets, Double Nail Pockets.

• Sizes 30 to 50

$549

MEN'S DUCK HEAD

11( UTILE CO.

Sizes 6 to 12 - Triple Stitched Bar-Tacked At Points of Strain

$249

MEN'S TWILL

BOYS'
11

S300
TO MATCH ABOVE PANTS

Heavily Bar-TaCked at Points of Strain.

t: I. I)t:)'- GAREES

A'
Sc
6 I
Wed
NAT

Made from top quality fabrics. Full-cut

SHIRTS

Wai-thand and Pockets. Sizes 29 to 42.

Guaranteed. Sizes 6 to 12.

$355

$898

Full-Cut - Sanforized - Heavy Boat Sail

Well-Made, Sanforized, Triple gtitched,

Husiror

Wee.gitarY
is 1C.Verl

WORK PANTS

WORK PANTS

Made- from heavy 131 4 -oz.'Denim. Rivited or
Bar-Tacked at all points of strain. Every pair

13 3 4-0Z. WHITE BACK BLUE DENIM
FULL CUT c SANFORIZED
WE HAVE SLIM, REG. and

Built-in Steel Arch Support
Cork Sole
Sizes 6 to 12
B to EE Widths

TRAIN IN

and Khiiki. Sizes 28 to 50.

Western Jeans OVERALLS

BOYS' WRANGLER WESTERN

$249
Sizes
5 to 12

ASSORTED COLORS - SIZES 6 to 18

WORK SHOES
MEN'S TWILL

MEN'S BLUE DENIM

FULL CUT - SANFORIZED

•

3: Willing
tuAne 1
..me
4 If:Oh
t

$3.85

and sanforized to insure good fit. Grey

Sizes 6 to 18

BOYS' IVY LEAGUE

Sizei 6 to 11

CAPS

White Nylon

Sizes 6 to 16

$598

MEN'S PAINTER BRAND

BOYS' IVY LEAGUE

BOYS'

Goodyeear Welt Cork Sole

3.75

MEN'S GENUINE LEATHER

FISHERMAN'S

WORK

FULL LEATHER THUMB

Short
Cuff

SHOES

Sizes 36 to 40

$198

Sizes
• 28 to 21
Sizes 31 to 36

,i4es —
28 to 36
DOUBLE TONE UPPER

$598

Back - Sizes S-M-L

Small, Med., Large

Long
Cuff

tacked at points of strain.

Rivited or bar tacked at points of
strain. Western cut. Sanforized.
Sizes 28 to 38.

Salar
One of lb
irTiparties
hi:Ive a
view:ng
follow,ing
I. Age 21
2 Own

13n-oz. White Back Denim. Rivited at points of strain. Sewn with
tough thread. Every garment guaranteed.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY and PARIS, TENNESSEE

Ar

very
Thos

OVERALLS $349

gri

Ind
that
And

tree:
hove
or ti
1
flan(
the
P g
strati
tip I
the

10-0z. Blue Denim, Strong Buttons. Triple
Guard Seams. Fit Well and Wears Longer,
Sizes 30 to 42

•
•

`•

0
..0000.010000.:10X

00.1,
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$
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HAVE TOOLS, Will Rent. Waxers, orbital sanders, vacuums,
lawn rollers. Starks Hardware,
12th and Poplar. Phone 1142.
l'FC
minimum of 17 worths for 600 — So per word for throe days. Clasolflod ado aro payatno

.• pot word for ono

OR SALE
:
—i
USED PIANO, in exceMent condition. Mee W. T. Turner, near
-A9C
Airrse. Phone 974-M-4.
2-ROOM CABIN at Hamlin, Ky,
Corsele.oly furntehed. Legthes &
ga,s7•Goud access to 'eke. W. M.
Hawklne. Rt. 2, Mayfield, Ky.
Al2P
lt ne 2418.
1 D.C. CASE tractor with 3 bottom pet), and 7 toot disc. All in
gi:Jd cenditien. Priced ver y
cheap. Call Shanen Ellis, 2191-J
Al1C
or 646.
NEW lew - piloted oil
ILDiE
M. nig heater. -Wield . for $30.00.
Ste at 1613 W. Main St.,- Mrs.
A11C
*rale Doran.
1952 FORD, sedan delivery, nice

ERN

LEVI

Denim. Rivit-

1. Sewn

with

arment guar-

'75

$325 Per Month
Salary Plus Bonus
One e f the faeteet pr.:grassing
!ield will
apentes
e interh.ve a reprt•
,sewing Men .v.11 • hold the
folleveing qualitcations:
I. Age 21-45.
2-_Onoe, _auternobile ....in

1ES
398
ITS

fira

7-TIAngs. ht taw

DOWN

9-Biblical
mountain
10- Edible ti4h
11 -A lostrart being
Pt- Fantasy
Is- Youngster
20- Condensed
moisture
22-Weighing
device
23- Place tor
worphip
25-Th ree- toed
sloth •t,l,i
27-Romance
language
tit- Skip over
20- Bow
32-nra tufty
IC- Nncl
la Inn In anti hall
41 -(Gea r *heel
43- Sthreed for
Aryl ng
46- Help'
47-Temporary ho',!

I-Chapeau
2-Fu tin
3- Intrrfere
4-Baked clay
!urns ely
6- Indian
tont... rev

good

Grey

cam.,

se.g
• .27 ifodi•01,441 net
Top
Affirmative
113.- Prep..Ot its

es -

In tr by ('titled Fe tore Ilbndirste. sc.

9

WilaRMIA

u

ANTS
3

$298
HEAD
'ER

ails
plc Stitched,
, Double Ply
10 to 42.

5

walls
e Denim.
I Pockets.

549

ns. Triple
•s Longer.

Amu

WILLIAM FULLER

vss. sirs. P,*
la All no.

tat

1." end lip in
The deck at ner cockpit was color of It we we"
c.C.1 .1,
by a .ree !decked will" five gallon gasoline Miami %.'(! 0
My alma was racing, and I
thr rierk of • stream tank*. I leaned into the boat and
in in.'
t• ;y:.
, I saw
er Her rxely was tugged at the first four or five hoped Marta s was racing
Fin torte- tive
• •rns
iimrri rigid Her hands of the tanks I rea*ed. They were same irrection
minutes tonight we could neveon net .eher Its, fingers all full.
C•c. re
true and
In good weather it would be lt Anal Lear said was
rminsol Her face was white and
lie about that
WeSs 01.11‘../1 with tear.
an easy day's run to the main- I dnin I think ne'd
Ar.d
-the run yt that noose
When she ci recoo.ntged me net land.
Marta nad told me that ene'd ort
Q
....erred. She leaned against
And that's lust exactly what
remnet
able to figure out where
the tr7e Seronfla later she was somebody had in mind!
bane, being the sort of a mai ne
In !nli arms And she was enbMarta stood beside me. Just was. mid milder the root' And
t t
I giro:tett ••,er hack.
as I started to turn to her, she
said she etzo:Id fly /..na it
• toy nneers in net tangled screamed. i followed her gear she'd
We were wee:herr-I in or -couldn„t•
'I hair and tilted her face 'beyond the boat
• F
get to the plane for some reason
:fs me and aisited het eyes
A man leaned against the rock we could always come betek here.
s
et nose arid then her lips.
oehe'd obviously been waiting
And with Lear out of the way
MP sobs lessened. And
hind. Fie held a rifle- -I thought we could beat our wey hack to
t -• e
etnened.
it was a .30-30. The muzzle of the mainland in this boat that
quietly, "What hap- the rifle was pointed at my chest. Lear had bidden here!
,
atnAa ""
"I wouldn't move.' he said.
But our nest bet was to play
I _pees were huge -There's
I saw his face. I recognized the ball with him. Maybe tied get
•"lty else on this island.
bulging eyes, the tense jaws and careless If he did I'd take him
I Not titmice Not any of lips. It was Tom Lear.
over. At leart theii we'd have
"Somebody elsto"
'Now.' Lear Raid, •'well
weapon. And transportation of:
fire;ers rift itto her arm . take • nice long rake. All the this island.
it rose
'II
rum?'
way back to the abuse On the
"What do you say. Dolan.. Mar.,
Lot i Know' I'll show other Ride of the island."
ta? Do you want this the.easy
taklike
feel
Nmy that you're riere I'm
"And it we don't
way, or the nerd wv?"
tot -fraud to go hack. She shud- ing a hike?" I asked.
"One thing you Pfliven't made
rerro
near vote fighting your
His face twisted into what I clear," I said. -And it might be
ea> through that Undergrowth Reposed was meant to be a grin. important. Where does Ramez
Voir yere all bent over. I couldn't He waved the muzzle of the rifle. think you are right now?"
ten who vou were. I didn't think "Then I'll make you feel like it.
"Hunting."
• 'yolk d be coming from that direc- I'll start out by shooting one of
"Us"
both
You
tion. I thought--"
you. Probably you,
His fare twisted Into that simliaised her again. "When you. know where the money Is. One ulated gr,n again. "Wild mtgs."
weren t at the pool when I got hi you is all I need. And I'd he said. "This island's lull of
there I thought things. ton. Doz- rather split the take in half than them. Rat/lei isn't very smart,
ens of things. None of them in thirds. But riTI a reasonable. you know He just looks smart, •
good
genet-bus man. And I don't like talks smart. Me, I'm just ft dumb
"Crne on"
killing people unless I hate to. pilot. I'm not even supposed to
She ifel the way The stream The three 01 tor will go to the know what's going on around
turned- orre to the left and then, hraise. We'll get the money We'll here! I'm supposed to fly the air• few hundred feet farther along. get In my airplane and fly to plane, run his lousy errands for
to the right. We were on the Miami. We'll split the money him!"
right bank the inside of this LAM three ways. I'm scheduled to fly
He was working himself Into
nen. FL • teeny around the inside bark tonight anyway. flames will a rage again, the way he had
of this turn we struck kneeoleep never know."
when I'd first. met him In that
water. The water was not flowI'd play along with him until barroom on Key Biscayne. A.
ing 'so it couldn't he a converging I found out exactly what Was very unstable charaeter, this one.
stream. A backwater. I thought. cooking. After all, I really didn't "Listen!" he Said. "1 was onto
choked with growing brush.
have a choice. "Why won't Ramez this deal right from the start! I
Marta had stopped. I looked know?"
told you Forbes lased to talk a
at her. She was looking toward
"Because he won't be there. lot, didn't I? Well, he did a little
the pile of brush that covered the And neither will Manuel or Al- talking in the wrong place and it
neck of the backwater. I followed fredo. There will he one armed got bark to me. Islands in the
her look. There was something guard and the cpok, who goes Bahamas. and stuff! I knew he'd
wrong witt that pife of brush. to bed early. The guard goes to been working for Ramez. I startSomething false.
the kitchen for his nipper at nine ed putting two and two together.
And then I had It. I'd been on the dot He stay" there for They didn't fool me! None of
very stupid not to SPC It at first forty-five minutes. That's his rou- them. Not Forbes or Ramez or
Those plants and hushea weren't tine and it's a 'regular thing Joan Morris—
erowing there' They'd been rut Manuel and Alfredo arn have
He clamped his lips together
nod piled ,there In such a way dinner on the Teresa with Ramon to stop the flow of words.
that they seemed to grow there' I was -there when he t skeet them
Things Were beginning to add
And the leaves were fresh a„bd to be there. They'll go aboard up for me. Tom Lear had been
green and I knew they couldn't around sundown, have dinner the only man who knew I was
tinve been there more than two around nine. They'll probahly sit going to lee, or going teetty and
or thre drive at the very most! around drinking and making see Joan Morris that night. The
I ran to_ the, _pile ot brush and plans for several hours after that night he Was murdered!
Rolled my way through IL On Whatever they do after they rat
,
the other rti.ie was a hone an makes no difference to mi. We'll
"1 braced myself for the shot
Pig hteen-foot sea
Lap- he on our way to Miami!"
come. And then—"
' strikers, tworel-beamed ATM ,
Fat chance, I thought! If we that didn't
apa
r n adnight
It ionic rig A good sea boat, for dui know where the money, was Brad polan'e
tomorrow.
the site of her.
and 'let this diameter see the venture continues

GIRLS'
Sizes l's to 12's

LADIES' AND JUNIORS' SPRING

S
SSE
DRE
SVTS
3 to '/2 off
1/
4 off
2
1
/
S
IT
SU
IRL, DRESSES
2off
1
/
'/3 to '/2 off DUSTERS
off
2
1
/
SUITS PANTS HATS
11/3 off
BAGS,
The CHERRY'S
GIRLS'

BOYS'

54- Barron leg
animal
St-fismdemnt eloht

334Z__
NIV AWAYNOM Sy

.•

LADIES' AND JUNIORS

49-Puleertrin
monetary snit
ft-Cent:driers

Full-cut

fit.

Expetnenced Body Man. Buck's
Body Sh_ p, 9th & Sycamere.
The first dthfecence of the
AlOC
Phone 777.
Souithern Meth,d.st Church was
Batetwille, Ark., in 1836.
RELT.A.B.L.r- person To dit up hell in

Wanted To Buy

mina nom Neu

3: W• illing to be away from
herne MAidray thru Friday
Hetne every weekind.
4. Ftgh school education,
ilAseselable f or :filmed la t e
ernpleymenL
TRAININft, Na exper:ence is
. Then erg% training
neeeeeary.
is g.ven by cempeny and pay
begins with training.
Apply in person.
See MR. TONJES
6 P.M. to 9 P.M.
Wednesday, April 9th
NATIONAL HOTEL
Murray, Ky.
-age
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39-Tidy
31 - Humorist
33 -Hindu c)mlela
34- Preposition
33 -Cron ri
37-Relative
(coltna.r
U- Note of scale
40-Once •rnuna
traeli

N. Cunningham,auctioneer.
RepExperienced. Graduate
pert School of Auctioneering.
Complete eales service. Phone
AlOP
1657-XR.

Glen

HELP WANTED

If

*drones

Term., 2-4880 after 8:00 it
NOTICE
pen., or write Mrs. Bette P.ercey,• P. 0. Sex 1006 Jacksen.
If rural inicaide &rect.:one to
The FIX IT SHOP, now open. I
heme and Phew number.
in re-pa-ring lawn
14' MIAMI make aCummum beat
AlOC Specia:'izing
mewere, pcwer sae,, and motor's,
and 16 hip. Fireetone motor.
& gas api_:'.a.r.cs. Back I
A1OP
Gael 1853-J.
ci Henden's Ser. Sta. on Walnut
S. Phone 82. Clyde Hendon, I
Determined wiemen (4) who are
TFC
operator.
ready to do worriething about the
No
RAGS
COTTON
CLEAN,
extra „, rreetey they need. Ideal
and
Ledger
.pare time work. Fir,...11.ns of t.SWIF1 buittons, zippers.
TF FUT.I.ER
55
representative
Brush
eltvatee. High earnings. Phone Times. Phone
Murnay. Cl&srnetiOS, he rusehold products, new type nylon
Answer to Vitstordev's'Puirle
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
dust ne-ps, etc. Freed Curd, call
A9C
2168-XJ.
4s- rem,' _
ACROSS._
44--Crlaa-sruss
0303 011210111
pattetn
1-Cut of meat
'130
1111012
0C1
46-Man's nam•
4-Former
SINGER Sewing Machine Sales.
4a- Marry
MO MOW 0000
Russian rulera
So-Slave
card
Service in all makes. Phone
- BMW IND
0000
B1 -Sega tiv•
12-Fran drink
POMO 0000 00
Leoft Halle 934-J before 8:00 or
63-Coin (pl.)
13-Body uf water
0130g100 00011100
55-Faultfinder
Al2C
14-King Arthur's
after 4:00.
68-A uprise
lam e
011 0E100 001101A
61-Court
IS-Walk (2111100
0000
UM
to
62- Pertaining
unsteadily
MIMI 0000 130
birth
new.
17-fanner course
Mattresses Rebuilt liar
64- HiSheprle
0E10 racing
(pi
06Nbrnber
19- Fr tr
West Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co.,
0C10 301:111 COLIN
21- Prohltlt
000 3000 IMIE1
Paducah, Ky. Murray represenestablishment
22-Transit:Hon
II-Afternoon
24-Nets Zealand
tative Tabers Uptroletery Shop,
party
parrot
'FTC
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549
26- Small valley

ogle clean, panel truck. Can be
>cell at South 13th St. Phone
1680, or see Alfred Duncal.
AC

IP•

$3.85

in

Services Offered

noghts with elderly man in MurApproximately,
Hesrpetal.
ray
9:00 pin. to 7:00 am. CaCtl 5144
AlOP
or' 700 Sycarn ire.

'NONSENSE' - leneda Hennock,
FCC commissioner for seven
years but nut reappointed by
President Eisenhower. is shown
at the Congressional FCC hearing in Wasnington,'where rho
labeled the quizzing of CumMUlle
semen' expense accounts as -a
lot of nonsense" because -anyone who can be corrupted that
easily shouldn't be on the commission." She said she was nut
reappointed because "Mr.
Marks services were at urgently needed." Richard Mack is
the commissioner who resigned
during Investigation of the
awarding of a Miami, Fla., TV
(International)
license. •
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15 SUCH
FUN
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IT
SURE
IS

I CAN'T--- MY
HANDS
SO
ARE
ARE
MUDDY
MINE

OH, DEAR --- MY
FACE 15 ITCHY
SCRATCH
IT

AHHHHHHH

oft -9-

AERIE an' SLATS

by Raeburn Van Buren
_
VIER.

M'Ef HIM
MOTHER,DEAR?
DID YOU MEET
I BOWLED THE
HIM-THE SCRAPPLE
BOY OVER
BOY ?

HOW CONVENIENIT - I
KNEW Y0(112 CHARM —

AND BEAUTY WOULD--

t_MAKE Ar

HIM FEEL LIJc
TOOTS WHAT THE FAMOUS
DEBBIE TRILL CHARM AND
BEAUTY ACCOMPLISHED,
MOTHER.'

,‘?

'app

1.1IL' ABNER

111111.

BECAUSE MERE
'
EpE
. riiFFO. IS ALL•0
(?
. PARAISE
-E'NTINRim
BOOTIF"
T

MIZZUBLE.,
FLEA-BIT DOGRATCH?

PARK" TO

A -5'4•3DDE R!!-

WAVE IN
PARK

•

CRANE

PARADISE

riniEsT
ZIOMEBODY

OLD MAN

STOP IT
•icy
-GOT A
--MAYOk?

EVER
KNEW!!

Ma WON'T.1.,E AVE'1'
LIKE TI-1E CAPTAIN OF A SI? 1KING
PE'LL PROBABLY STA', UNTIL TI-It
CRIMINALS GET

mimr-- NEVER

*!A FINER OLD MAN!!
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Robinson, Fa4on and Georgii
Windsor of Lynn Grove.
Randy etatterson was the winner in the Junior Boys Speech
Diviseee other blue ribbon winners in this group were Max
Parks of Hazel and Donald Doran
of Lynn Grove. Red ribb ,n
winners were Danny Buchanon
and David Alexander of Faxon.

the Senior Girls Dairy demon•
stratiori.
In the Senior Bread demonstration, Sandr. Bedwell was the
winner with Nancy Bezzell re/tilting a blue ribbon.
There were three ' entries in
the Junior General Demonstrateens. They werw-Margaret Brandun, Kirksey, blue award, Carolyn Murdock, Lynn Grove, red
Bill Young of Murray High award, and Cynthia Ezell, Kirkwas named champion in the sey, blue award and the chainSenior Boys Speech Division.
-pienship.
Gerald -Miller of Dexter west In the Junior Bread Demonthe winner in the Junior Single stratens, Peva Garrson, Faxon,
Dernenstrangree division. Charlecrblue de•ard, Patty Key, Lynn
Tubbs of Kirksey received a Grove, red award, and Toni
blue ribbon on his demenstra.eireiBurehett. Kirksey, blue aware
Both demonstrations were elec.:a-land the championship.
cal.
The Junior Dairy Derriere raLorna Ross and June Foy were thins had three entries. These
the entries in the Senior Giris were Sandra Adams, New ConGenera! Demonstraiion. Lorna cord, blue award, Mary Beth
was the winner on a Correc. Bazzell, red award. and Carole-la
Posture
demonstration. Junees Palmer, blue award and the
demonstration was on a Yellow championship.
Woodworking projects were
Sponge cake and she received
dispplayed by; Kim Penning,on,
a blue ribbon on her entry.
Janet Like was champion in Faxon. Nesbett Mathis, New Con-

ri
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aa the mouth and is not so mean 4
.
11
inttreeted in , %Tiring dranxi as '
in mesmerizing • ha audience.
The eaxith is his =tempts at
"poetry" a r e
unceinfertable:
(Continued From Page 1)
-What light cen we see here?
eh:rig but the flakes -of dr:ft- champion. In addition to Miss
:rig tear." g he starts a speech Harrison, others from this group
I eo. a reference :to winter. it's who will exhibit at the State
100-to-1. hell end up with an Fair are; Donna Ruth Grogan
bee uely belancing reference to and Nancy Bazzell. " "-e-- •
There were two entries in the
summer. There was .ne eapeciBy WILLIAM EWAL.0
Both en-.
3-heued Paieelle Sunday that Tele red Suit division.
United Press Staff Correspondent
received blue awards. The
NEW YORK le —3 5 HI-lye's began witlh "You caught me in exhtbeera • ••ere Sandra Bedwell,
.
erg ne:ty" and
fem.d veit te Difeaseew, shewn tejur net tel lee:
, ended up with soentehng like Kirksey and June Foy, Murray
I NBC-TV Sastre-ay,
Ed sit:Lola, st.„w
..arei leneed me wetti cies- High Miss Foy was champion.
with
Sandra Bedwell-of Kirksey was
pae-ing gees..." Vo uthich I say,
named winner in the • Senior
I• le33 cveirtaing but free
There were brief.3eI would s a y that working Girls Speech Division. Others
amid
weh the sticky maaeleal it had. who gave speeches in this diviGzna
"Ompeous" turned out a eredie- seen and receiving blue awards
were; Donna Grogan. and Rosee 2.n Aiicedi Raile.n. clown Meg able P:I2c111°tisn w-th Chetsteeshee zeene Farris of Murray High.
Peterener and Mary Ure carry• aneee Pa•mer, Lerna Ross and
p.
burden.
eare. fernele sex, light -h.?3,..y. I ..g
Nancy Bezzell - ofleirksey.
we.gf.r. reefs:en.
In 'he Junior Speech Division,
The NBC-TV epees cemmee.y
There were visit; t3 the Rtis
'recrence Roberts of.-Faxon was
Sunday
attacked
Me-ranee
eCosi
an subee-ey and a festilen show
named champion. Others who
P
at.P'th
ffe aG
nd
CM1'c
deeeearR..rnl
u-' sn sire. an . Tuate." an opera:tie piece gave speeches in this division
1:11
ittaAvieais
eieted
to
On Tend._
were the Russian
were Janice Collins, Hazel, Jackie
Oevaapie nentetreg 'man. clews,.elevisien--aex el/erect:7e. 3 Torn
Thumb
peat - anti per wee
perreffieeS:
ftnees by Ir
veteety
othnic treupea per- :Legs. It was an edmiralale piece
a:: roauld
and only
eatereng at the Boedea: Theatre. ef
one sroee compla-lne occurs to
ask.nd
Leoves Kremlin.
- And. of course, there W3-= Beb me: if we are to have operas in
to have to
Hew. (entertaining at the Ameri- Essgesh, we're
can Erritbeeey u-ith jekes like: do 9:,- mathing ahem the articula"Seetrisiriey erepeere ,
not tion of me tris. Male siregers
et-a•-•eg any tr xebec a-ith t h e can be understood fairly well,
age—nr b
speaks to me. but the -gals, when they're shrileut these heti
migie
If
.e_bete. "hes Veditae_e-reeeve_I
kr: w :eau- they got 'their Sput- es we-P be singing in Su-eerie.
The Channel Swim: CBS-TV's
. n:k t•p.f.re...This merining I
-Twervieh Century" is getting'
sua
the
—there wes a eeir en the de -r es lease • renewed for men sea-etre "ESP" looks certain to ire
LTA
Th - 1101": :1 tves
dre•e:n
a summer shew br ARC
ine f.•_en."
IV. maybe in :he Friday night
•
I •tr eght H pe %%=.3
pre*.t Feeek Snetes epee.
fen- y and aim- F.4 ae
:s
en • w eat• rezer..
,paeticular4
ee?..dee -eel to daezers.
•t'-e PSerk .es
were the airy nigh-,
of :e'en-sea and a c
di-emetic Fear dance- by a lek(Continued From, Page 1)
reen.an tee upe.
If I wee • teeerrel veth the cleaning up nuclei temlas and
ather tee/I-lee: triff-tarnstion.
n ene
Aski *Trati Approval
eteee'r thee et
'
a etreng pitch for
tea repery •th a t there
appreva: of his
"•gh :me to d.gee corigref
.1 the perf :mem Teo. feregn aid and reciprecal trade
I •er ceenera work was pregrems. He sad that cengres.•,q-eiree wore 63,
!ICE.75 were eiersal failme to approve them mv
L
s.ng ptrf:rrners ar.d weted sec...el:sly damage wet ...I
sh •.rig f r
rr. uremag.ns-..ve leaden-tip of the United States.
—After first refusing with a
Enales.
• All .n all: thereat. a pretty crisp rea to eralua•e chances of
5.3
;.h-._w and I- dent ate GOP cengresseenal. candidates
it
H
can t p it melees he n the feel else-teens,- he said
e
.X7
v.- from :hi- esey van sten rf they work 'hard
:nd
m
The Prt,-:ccrit Viab in goc.cl
Serviae•e \Y -TV "Genrebus" -rp.reis bu: serious throughout
tack:. d Cn •
pher • Fry's -The the news -bonference.
In anewering :ne economic
Loia•- N
r Burn.nee" I supp
•h.
way : se:ear:eel queati en. the President seed that
the m
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bey% is with he thad I..isnd that it was not
ierleatial f. r baeng cases te go
a Fey play.
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Fee- erre 7=
r7CX7'. Vet= up Minn* a recesseen. But he
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T.-t=.
eateer- - erted that he wished it was net ,
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coed, Jerry McReynolds, Lynn
Greve, Glen Young; Itirksey;
Jimmy Mays, Faxon; Lindy Paschall, Lynn Grove, all blue
awards and Larry Blakely, IC:rksey, red award.
•
Fee:erical projects were displayed by Danny, Pittman, New
Concord, Gary- Ezell, Bobby Bazzell, Hugh Outland, Mike Rose.
Max Hughes, Joe Pat Hughes
Char:es Tubbs and Michael Palmer, all of Kirksey, blue awards
David Manning. Ted McDaniel
Bobby Taylor, all of Lynn Grove
blue award, Eddie Bieck. Coldwa.er. blue award a n d LI
Name, Fax.n. red award

Atoms...
(Continued From Page 1)

and radio-ewe-eyes. Other panels
MI hundreds
ieustimee semi
of 119CN of radioiskatopee in the
teldis of medical' research, induetry, agriculiture, a ri d basic
research. The viewer, in addiGen ,will see actual sarn.pies of
uranium ore and •- metal, reactor
Demi:extents, food preserved by
epee-sure to race-aeon, and.- a
weekin-g geiger counter. itiere
will be present, for those deterintern-re:ton, a
ing
trained. ExIbb:ls Manager to
answer questions.
The free exhibit is sponsored
by the Natienal Junior Chamiber
ef Cemanrece, in cooperatica
with t h e National Unlversety
a:tee-neon Neeecia,t•ion, le is operated ter the USA.E.C, by the
Museum Division of the 6', 't
- edge Ineteluae of Nuclear Studies.

a

Fin

the velticle, well learn about the
mineeng, processing, and PrOlbleHon ef uranium. The structure
of the tiny atom and the pr.oCees knawn as fiseion, in wheel
rele s e al tremendous
eneursts of energy seared in an
m, are exeluined. A pusheo teen epereeed model of a nu_at power Vent such as t-he
:le wheel power.; the "Naillelus"
tatnianine is :included. The antrdreeleiear reaeler is acJudges for the e•.:111 were
mean"ed by a r oce.:4ed exSeneene Cc:ley, el.: hing, Ernrre
operation. There
.:eaten of
Mir.fielde girls demeneratiore
to
p • nets explaining rack-aeon
J Hcmer Miller, boys dernArestraticns and woodworking an elec.
:rical exhibits, and Mrs. Et F.rnee Maerey, Mrs, Sherwood
Griffn and C. -0. lecniurae Pot, Mr'. J. 0. Bodwell. Mrs.
RETIREMENT NOTE
speeches.
•
Sm.th, Mrs. Billy Murdock,
SACO, Me. —
— Waiter
0 hers who aqsia•el En 'hi Mes, Kenneth Palmer, and also
-one's Laundry helped with Stevens retired_ recently as the
to ly events were; Hareey E'lis 'it
4-H Council President. Mr an. moving the clothing exhibits to t;w_l's oldest new epaper "boy"
—aged 70.
Mrs, Cecil L'ke, Mr. and Mrs
he high seheoL
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Newspapers Help Select Top Talent

colonial
uttermilk San

•

•

In a recent survey, the size and shape of Colonial's new Buttermilk Sandwich
Loaf was preferred over all others by housewives better than 2 to 1.
Not too large, no.t too small, the New Colonial Buttermilk Sandwich Bread is
just right for goldebreakfast toast, delicious sandwiches, after-school snacks and
every day table use.

•

4

This convenient all-purpose loaf is_Thin Sliced, wrapped in cellophane and Made
with Buttermilk. Don't deny your family all these bonus features. Serve Colonial
Buttermilk Sandwich Bread- regularly.

The nation'. 12 most talented youngsters in the entertainment field have been selected after ballotinge by people in
Ihotv bthineas and the nation's press. More than 10,60
ballots wete distributed in the national poll sponsored La•
Mers Inc. The winners reChapin, "Father Khows
ceived their awards on the
Best", NBC-TV; Brenda Lee,
Art Linkletter CBS-'TV
"House Party" show in
Decea Records: Tommy Ret,Hollywood.
tig, "Lassie", CBS-TV; (third
Pictured above are the 12 row) The Lennon Sisters,
winners of the sixth annual Lawrence Welk Shows, ABCMilky Wey Gold Star Award
TV, Decca Records; Rusty
polling to determine the na- Hamer, "The Danny Thomas
tion'eoutstanding performers Show", CBS-- T V ; (fourth
row) Ricky Nelson, "Ozzie
in 1957.
The winners, from left to and Harriet", ABC-TV; Pt.ey
• right, (top LOw) Lee Aaker, McCormack, Universal-In"Adventures of Rin
ternational's "Kathy -TY",
ABC-TV; Jon Provost, "Las- "Pleyhouse 90", CBS-TV,
Universal-Ine': ale e
Tim Hovey, Universal-Intert a pade
tei nalepeaRe,
national's "Sum Carter' and
Japan"; Rirrard-Eyer, AflIU
,,,Artists' "Friendly Persua- "Man Afraid"; Molly Bee,
sion"; (second row) Lauren Capitol Records.
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